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Vogt Twp, MS 6N-7W (3)

LOG (3) visited Nov. 6/56 with S. J. Cunningham in the Halkin Syndicate Camp- 
temporary bldgs - cook shack - stores - four men stayed 1956. 
The work on the point is Huronian (Cobalt) ag. at the south end of the 
point it overlies a fine gr. granitic rock which apparently before my 
visit had been regarded as nip. db. at this place the Hcg has attitude 
SP 3841 T-544 of granitic rock. Rock varies - approx. compass from 
visited exam. 4(^ f eld 4(^ qtz. and 2(H biotite mica. Biotite - in 
aggregates to 2mm - usually from l to 2mm (in places concentration to 4(^) 
feldspar in part grayish in part pinkish tinge. In places feldspathic 
aggregations (pinkish) In place gray green feldspar presumably plagioclase. 
MS 6N 7W - The contact between granite and overlying Hcg was smooth 
It is remarkable that this should have been accepted as an intrusive 
contact without question. After visit I wished had looked more carefully 
to see if possibly any ( 7 ) occasional grains of pyrite present 
Not clear if this granit no. l or no. 2 of Johnston 1954-136 pp. 1052-1054. 
No observation made on H/N contact

See under correspondence reed. 1959 
Letter of R. M. Gray, Oct, Nov. 22 (reed. Dec. 2) 
Under correspondence sent 1959 (map enclosed) 
My letters to Mr. Gray : Oct. 29, Dec. 2
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T-544

SP 3841 
VOGT TWP.

TS/V LOG. 3 M5 6 N 7 W
On shore of Southwest Arm of L. Temagami ea l mile S. and 900 feet E 
of the northwest corner of Vogt twp. at south dip of little peninsula 
sometimes known as Halkins peninsula.

Mega
P:-K jrey
Massive
Colour index variable : ea 351
Dark gray indeterminate dark mineral
ragged areas joining upto 2mm
isolated areas e.bout 0.5 mm
light minerals-aggregates or xtals possibly imm upto IJmm
give areas of F mm

Micro
allanite ? - Loc. 18.0+1 
Yellow Metamint mineral 
( ) Loc. 12-0.S.
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With Len Cunningham made rapid trip from Halkin camp to see what
extension of alleged iron form (?) looked like. At Sec. 5 a DDH put
down in what appeared to be Ely. dipping (say 45 0 ) contact gy. No min. from
sun nor did any appear to the north. L.C. said that min from
typical Keewatin. He had gone in from Austin Bay and he found that
all ground to west started and that following fm. easterly it
was cut off (by granite or db).
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Box 799 
29 October, 1959

Mr. Michael Gray 
98 Livingstone Ave 
Kingston, Ont

Dear Mr. Gray:

Your letter of Oct. 21 in regard to your thesis problems 
came yesterday and I am afraid that Dr. Savage exaggerated my 
knowledge of this part of Vogt and Clement townships. My visit 
of part of one day was to make a quick appraisal of the economic 
possibilities of the Halkin showing; I am not enthusiastic as to 
their possibilities.

I am surprised at your sketch of the small peninsula on which 
the Halkin shack stands. A short examination led me to the following 
conclusion.

seen

What you show as "acidic zone" is in my opinion cobalt 
series sediments. I did not have time to search for contacts of the 
Nipissing diabase and so do not know if the contact shown in the sketch 
above is the upper or lower one. I was interested to learn that you 
had found a lower contact some 40 chains west of the peninsula.

Making petrographic model analyses of the diabase
along traverse lines will be interesting but will lose much of its 
value if the positions of the contacts are not known to some degree. 
The usual procedure is to determine the contacts and to determine 
mineral variation between them.

I am afraid that until I could accept your interpretation 
of the geology on the peninsula(and my examination was for a few minutes 
and consequently quite possibly in error) there is not much purpose in 
considering petrographic work.

I would be interested to have your reaction to the 
above interpretation. ^ - 

DUPLICATE COP' Yours very truly :
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TO FOLLOW Robert Thomson.
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Box 799 

December 2, 1959.

Mr. R.M.Gray.,
98 Livingston Ave.,
Kingston, Ontario.

Dear Mr. Gray i

Thank you for your letter of Nov.22 In regard to rocks exposed In Vogt twp. on the Southwest Arm of Lake Temagami ne ir the Halkins Claims in Clement twp. Although your letter and map clears up one misunderstanding there is one point on which a definite difference remains.
On the sketch in your letter of Oct. 21 Cobalt Series rocks are not shown-only gabbro, diorite and granite. On the plan with your letter of Noy.22 Cobalt Series are shown directly south of the shack. On tills plan pranite is shovn as small outcrops under the designation 2 c. During my visit I saw this rock at the water's edfe, knocked off a piece and forthwith decided it was a granite, older that the Cobalt .Series. From your careful work you have concluded that this granite is merely a phase of the nipissing diabase and you may very well be right although I am surprised. I put the piece I knocked off into a bag following my usual custom of keeping specirnents; on digging it out today it did not look like any com..only occurring phase of the diabase but in places very aberrant varietees occur. I intend to have a thin section made but even with this interpretation is difficult.
In ray previous letter when I mentioned contacts I meant contacts of the diab ise not of the phases. At the peninsula you show on your plan Cobalt Series sediments at the upper contact of the presuraably sill-like intrusive. In your earlier letter you wrote that you have found a lower contact about ^0 chains west. I would like to know the variation in kind and quantity of minerals (such as wo-ild be shown by Modal analysis of a suite of speciuens)between the two contacts; that was what I had In mind.



Box 799 

-2-

Your study of the variation near the upper contact 
of the diabase vill I aa sure be important and interesting and 
I vill be glad to learn wl* . you find out when you have completed
the work.

Thank you for the nap.

Yours very truly,

Robert Thomson, 
Resident Geologist.
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MAP

CENTRAL

TOWNSHIP

1.
i

TEMAGAMI

LEGEND
l. COBALT SERIES

a. ARGILLITE S QUARTZITE

b. CONGLOMERATE 8 GREYWACHE
i NT e*

2. NIPISSING DIABASE
a. GABBRO

b. DIORITE

c. GRANITE
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